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HOLOCAUST 
Abstract 
And the trembling of the sleepless night where everything screams in silence to the unplayed sound of 
Shostakovich gave way to an ordinary day worn out of time and tinted with mauve machine-guns toppling 
them over a drop sheer as a crude gravestone nine-hundred and thirty-eight an hour for thirty-six hours a 
rate never equalled or excelled even allowing for layers of sand being shovelled and pauses for gold-
collecting and the time Semashko yanked Lisa's body into position and Demidenko gently wanked his 
bayonet into her womb 




And the trembling of the sleepless night 
where everything screams in silence 
to the unplayed sound of Shostakovich 
gave way to an ordinary day 
worn out of time and tinted with mauve 
machine-guns toppling them over 
a drop sheer as a crude gravestone 
nine-hundred and thirty-eight an hour 
for thirty-six hours a rate never 
equalled or excelled even allowing 
for layers of sand being shovelled 
and pauses for gold-collecting 
and the time Semashko yanked 
Lisa's body into position 
and Demidenko gently wanked 
his bayonet into her womb 
oh the soul of man is a far country 
unapproachable unexplored 
nor can the living speak for the dead 
But if the Devil is God's own 









LET NONE A TIEMPT TO FORCE THE LORD 
TO END OUR PAIN WITHIN Tl fE WORLD 
THE MESSIAH WILL COME IN GOD'S OWN TIME 
or not at all 
Two things were noticed on first approach 
at night a red glow in the sky 
or in daylight columns of smoke 
and then the other, the sickly smell 
faintly sweet as if tinged with ghee 
:the smell of human fat half a metre high 
Holocaust 
But that was later 
The train shuddered to a grinding halt 
doors crashed open and herded out 
they stood uncertain and afraid 
until they were handed pretty postcards 
marked under the picture: 'Waldsee' 
to post back to ones they left behind 
We are doing very well here 
We have work and are well treated 
We await your arrival 
then marched between the lawns and flower-beds 
for delousing in the block marked BATHS 
while pretty young things, picture-pretty 
in white blouses and navy-blue skirts 
played pretty tunes like 'The Merry Widow Waltz'. 
'Undress and put your clothes over there' 
garment by garment to be returned after repair 
'Now that way' crowding into the shower-room 
But where are the drains .......... ? 
The massive doors slide shut 
Na, gib ihnen shan zu fressen 
and into mushroom-vents poured 
pretty amethyst-blue crystals 
Thirty minutes later the door slides open 
on a clammy blood-splattered pyramid 
and gas-masked with rubber boots we help 
hose down the clammy pile to wash away 
the blood and defecations then with hooks 
prise the bodies apart for the special squad 
to move in with pincers pliers cutters 
to collect a golden haul then fork-lift trucks 
haul them to the furnace, with a faint sweet smell 
and the clinker ground to ash and sold 
for fertiliser or scattered in the Sola 
But that was in the early days 
when there was time for such refinements 
the Totenbuch only a few pages thick then 
and each name could be recorded on a card 
39 
40 
and cause of death listed 
from thirty-four diseases 
and even time for considerations: 
allowing the furnace-smoke to clear 
before the next batch came too near 
but then efficiency fell away 
as numbers rose and there was no time 
for music or to tend the flower beds 
but only time to hustle them like cattle 
from the sidings into the huts and work them 
till just skin and bone Block 25 became 
their only home lying in rags and shit 
Lightning flashes through grey-lead sky 
sharp peals of thunder, pouring rain 
and still the furnace roaring 
Stuart Newton 
fire cannot extinguish the heart of man 
gas cannot stop the breath of God 
for always in the ashes 
there is a spark 
that will unfold a mystery: 
we shall not all die 
but we shall be changed 
for the line between evil and good 
does not run between states 
or classes or parties 
but through every heart 
and from the world 
evil cannot be driven 
but from every individual 
it can be exiled 
